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ARTICULATING KNOWLEDGE, How ADULTS LEARN AND THE

ROLE OF THE PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT PROFESSIONAL:

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1992 NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON THE

ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Edited by Debra A. Dagavarian

The 1992 National Institute on the
Assessment of Experiential Learning
covered a broad yet cohesive series of
topics in the field of prior learning
assessment. Participants hailed from
all over the United States, and from
Canada and Venezuela as well. Most
found the National Institute to be a
broadening experience. offer* the
expertise of a distinguished faculty.
the latest in prior learning assessment
(PLA1 research and a network of
other professionals from whom to
learn.

For newcomers to the field of
PLA, the beginning track offered
sessions on identifying learning:
documenting measuring, evaluating
and transcripting learning; experien-
tial learning theory; setting up
policies and procedures for a PLA
program; selecting and training
faculty assessors: and portfolio
development and academic program
planning.

The advanced track offered
participants sessions on the role of the
PLA professional: how adults learn:
adaptive learning styles; assessing
employees' qualifications; options
such as contract learning and inde-
pendent study: and ethical consider-
ations in marketing PLA.

The group as a whole was offered
an overview of Thomas Edison State
College. sponsor of the National
Institute, and sessions on educational
reform; historical forces shaping the
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educational technology to the PLA
process; accreditation and PLA; and a
hands-on workshop on evaluating
prior learning portfolios.

Three topics from the 1992
National Institute agenda are high-
lighted in this publication. The first,
"Computer Conferencing at the
National Institute: The Articulation of
Knowledge and Writing Ability in the
Assessment of Experiential Learn-
ing," by Evelyn Spradley, comes out
of the electronic conference which
was held concurrent to the Institute.
Individuals who attended the National
Institute were able to participate in
the electronic conference through a
number of personal computers we
dedicated for this purpose at the
conference center. Each participant
was given a log-on, password and
alias, so his or her comments could be
offered anonymously. It will be
evident upon reading the edited text
of the electronic conference that
participants of the National Institute
have much to offer one another.

The second section of this publica-
tion, "How Adults Learn," by
Barbara Waters Eklund. is a report of
the session given by Dr. Elizabeth
Kasl. This presentation introduced
members of the advanced track to
adult learning theory, and later gave
them an opportunity to role play. This
part offers a bibliography and the role
playing exercise used in the session.

The third topic, "Searching for an



Identity: The Role of the Prior
Learning Assessment Prqfessional.-
also by Barbara Waters Eklund.
comes from the session by Dr. Alan
Mandell. This discussion raised
questions as to the personal and
institutional role of the individual in
an institution charged with the
responsibility of administering prior
learning assessment.

Reading the coverage of these
three topics in this brief publication is
not akin to having participated in the
experiences themselves. As-profes-
sionals in the PLA field have learned,
there is value in experiential knowl-
edge. It is my hope that these reports
stimulate further discussion between
you and your colleagues, so that we
all may further the cause of prior
learning assessment.
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COMPUTER CONFERENCING AT THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE:

THE ARTICULATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND WRITING ABILITY

IN THE ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Evelyn F. Spradley

At the National Institute-on the
Assessment of Experiential Learning
in June 1992, attendees were invited
to use Thomas Edison State College's
Computer Assisted Lifelong Learning
(CALL) Network to participate in an
electronic conference. The CALL
Network was developed by the
College to provide its students with
access to the College via computer.
CALL uses Computer Mediated
Communications to facilitate commu-
nication between students. faculty
consultants and advisors, and staff.

Advances in computer and
telecommunications technologies
have given rise to a set of communi-
cations facilities that collectively
comprise an emerging discipline
known as Computer Mediated
Communication (CMC). CMC is
becoming an increasingly important
teaching and administrative adjunct in
the educational community, espe-
cially for groups whose members are
temporally or geographically dispar-
ate. Two primary components of
CMC are electronic mail and com-
puter conferencing.

Most people are familiar with
electronic mail, or E-mail, which is a
messaging facility that allows users to
send and/or receive mail items to and
from other E-mail users. E-mail is
essentially designed to accommodate
one-to-one communication. Computer
conferencing goes beyond this
messaging ability and allows a group
of users to have an "electronic

discussion.- If you have heard the
tem "group-warc.- it has likely been
used to describe software designed for
computer conferencing. In a typical
scenario, a discussion, or conference,
is created by an individual who acts
as a host, posting a topic and moder-
ating the contributing entries by
conference members made in re-
sponse to the topic.

Discussion members access
computer conferencing software from
a terminal. PC or workstation.
depending upon the type of network
used. Conferencing software allows
either synchronous or asynchronous
access to users. In a synchronous
discussion, all users must access the
conterencing software at the same
time and for the same duration, one
person "speaks- at a time. and each
contributing entry is displayed to all
users. In general. though, asynchro-
nous access is more widely used. It
imposes no restrictions on the time or
duration of access. Group members
use the conferencing software at their
discretion, view the topic of discus-
sion and entries made by other
participants, and add new discussion
entries to furtkr the discussion.

The CALL Network allows
students access to the College from
an CALL-compatible PC and uses
an asynchronous approach for its
discussions. AN students at Thomas
Edison State College are adults w ith
many priiwities and c(nnc fomi evcr
state in America. CALL enhances the
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educational process by offering time-
and location-independent access to
many College services.

The computer conference discus-
sion sponsored at the National
Institute this year appears below.

Topic:
In the evaluation of experiential

learning, regardless of the method
used, the student plays a role in the
definition of such learning. The
quality and extent of the student's
role differs among institutions.

To what extent should a student he
able to articulate his/her learning?
Should we require that this articula-
tion be done in writing? To what
extent should a student's writing
skills be evaluated and what standards
applied in the assessment of experien-
tial learning? How prepared should
the institution be to support students
with deficiencies (as measured by the
standards we determine)?

If a student w ishes to earn
credit through prior learning
assessment, it is imperative
that he/she be able to articulate
that learning in writing. It is
reasonable to expect the student
to write on a college level..This
know ledge should be measured
b) means of a course descrip-
tion from a regionally accred-
ited college or other acceptable
means.

2. Traditional colleges have found
that sonie students cannot write
at the college level and add some
sort of remedial instruction for
those students. Occasiimally. a
school offers instruction for those

who cannot write as a iesult of
brain injury or other reasons.

3. Writing identifies a multitude
of language skills and the
ability to communicate effec-
tively. What is problematic is
the criteria used to establish
minimum competency for an
entering student. What consti-
tutes minimum competency
skills? Do the competency
levels vary within departments?
Within institutions in the same
region?

4. If we require students to write
correctly, and we should, we
need to either provide support
services to bring those with
weak skills up to "snuff," or we
need to establish some effective
(and considerate) way to weed
out inappropriate candidates.
Then, of course, there is the
issue of how expensive and
time-intensive the support
services can become.

5. The inability to articulate what
one has learned will increase
the suspicion of faculty and
employers that credit has been
given for the mere fact of
existence through time rather
than the ability to analyze the
nature of individual experience
in order to make college-level
generalizations. An increase in
such suspicion can render the
student more alienated than
ever.

O. 'traditional faculty will need to
have students not only articulate
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their knowledge, but to articu-
late it in writing. Somehow, a
written narrative of an individ-
ual's knowledge seems to gain
greater acceptance by the "non-
converts." Still, it is imperative
that students be required to write
correctly, and all college courses
should, in some way, facilitate or
teach writing.

7. Those of us who have taught
college students know that there
are different levels of writing
ability. Very few are going to
use flawless grammar, so we
need to employ as a major
criterion the student's ability to
be understood.

S. The benefits of asking students
to document their learning
through writing is that we then
have a public document that we
can share with others to demon-
strate our process. For example.
we can show such to accrediting
agencies or other institutions for
validation and documentation.
However, we also need to be
open to other forms of commu-
nication through which students
could show their learning, e.g..
verbal discourse, video, objects
d'art, etc.

9. It is most important for a student
to write well. The student who
needs assistance can participate
in a three credit basic writing
course: then, the student will
submit the portfolio on, at least, a
freshman college level. Faculty
members interested in reviewing
a portfolio are much more

accepting of this nontraditional
learning approach when materials
read well.

10. Students should be submitting a
written sample for portfolio
evaluation. The student's
writing sample should be
evaluated also for the quality of
writing. The supposition is that
the student is going to be
demonstrating college-level
learning. Part of college-level
knowledge assumes that a
student should be able to
communicate effectively.

If the learner lacks, adequate
writing skills to do the portfo-
lio, what about the counselor's
using interview, documentation,
etc., to determine whether there
is adequate learning to warrant
a portfolio? If so, let the coun-
selor arrange for remedial help
on writing with specific attention
to the deficiencies shown as the
student tries to develop the
portfolio. That could be done as
part of a regular remedial course,
as part of a mentoring one-on-
one or as part of a portfolio
development course in any of the
formats recommended by
Mandell and Michaelson (in
their book, PortHio Develop-
m('nt and Adult Learning:
Puiposes and Strategies).

12. Of course, the student plays a
role because it is "his" own
learning which is, in a sense.
unique. He/she defines his/her
learning in the manner he/she
has learned, and then tries to
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relate it to course content. The
quality and extent of students'
roles differ among institutions
because their basic way of
operating differs also. If
institutions were to adopt a
similar mode of functioning, the
student's role could be expected
to be similar. This way, it would
be easier to transfer portfolios
from one institution to another.
from one state to another.
facilitating understanding and
cooperation among those who
work in PLA. The student should
be able to articulate his/her
learning much as he/she would
be expected to meet course
requirements. Course require-
ments should be pre-established
by evaluators according to their
expectations for learning Out-
comes for their traditional
students.

13 There is no question that students
should he required to articulate
their learning via writing.
Considering the pathetic current
state of writing skills of many
students today. I do not believe it
is the responsibility of PLA
programs to fill in this gap.
Students should have college-
level writing abilities prior to
participating in PLA. Most
schools provide writing support
services. i.e.. NN riling centers.
tutors. etc., for their students. We
should encourage students to take
advantage of these services
before enrolling in a portfolio
program. Also, coming to
portfolio assessment with these
skills will contribute to tlw

credibility of PLA and to the
Isstle of quality control of the
process Master N d'Englich
Composition is essential'

14. Expecting a student to be able
to be articulate on paper is a
minimum expectation for the
person completing a portfolio.
This does not preclude the
addition of a taped musical
score, a videO tape, samples of
creative writing or use of a
foreign language as part of thz
documentation. (I suppose a
computer program would be
acceptable also!) But, the
ability to communicate with
words is the basis of liberal
arts education and not some-
thing we should compromise.

15. The greatest gift that I have
received from my liberal arts
education has been an apprecia-
tion of the written word and the
ability to be modestly articulate
on paper. Those who subscribe
to the 1..--!mises of liberal arts
education find the question
academic. Of course, students
must be articulate in writing. A
better question might be, are the
premises of liberal arts educa-
tion still valid or were they ever
valid? Is American Sign
Language an "inferior" mode of
communication? Doesn't the
musical language of Beethoven
speak for itself or would we
require a narrative and a course
equivalent for him to earn
credit'? I worry about the elitist
and exclusionary aspects of the
definitions we use to fuel our



processes. The language of PLA
needs to be reviewed and
critiqued honestly and critically
by its adherents or others will
do it for us.

16. The PLA process should consist
of the articulation and valida-
tion of prior learning. The
institution should be prepared to
help the student to perform this
in any manner which achieves
these goals. The portfolio
method, a test or even oral
exams should be usable. If the
student requires significant
assistance, a special course
should be provided, with a
small amount of credit.

17. The requirement that students
use written material to verify
PLA should be one of record
keeping rather than verification
of their writing skills, except
insofar as writing skills are
required by other courses. For
technical courses, for example.
students are often not required
to write much. PLA should not
force them to write very much
more.

18. If the student does not know
how to desci ibe what he/she has
learned, then it is more or less
certain that he/she doesn't have
the theoretical side of the ap-
propriate theory-applied
balance. Therefore, all students
in the portfolio process must be
able to distinguish between
their experiences and their
learning and be ahle to articu-
late that understanding. I would

go further and suggest that any
portfolio program that does nOt
have a portfolio class is thus
handicapped and will not be
able to do a fully competent job
of assessment. lhis portfolio
class should have the follow ing
essentials components: 11 It
should look backward with
\Sell-nurtured hindsight and be
able to see the learner's various
profiles clearly. i.e.. what kind
of learner am I. w hat more do I
need to learn and how? That
begins the looking forward. and
the portfolio, class is reall.s the
essential connector bets% een
prior learning and future
learning. 2) 1.00king forward.
the portfolio class should he a
life and career planning
foundation. It should build the
learning future on the carefulk
analyzed learning past. If a
portfolio results from the
portfolio class (and it is not a
necey;ary outcome if the
analysis t. the past suggests
that there is n point in trying
to dredge up z id defend a
petition for coilege-level
credit), it should be first of
all and most importantly a

recital of what has been
learned. It is somewhat tragic to
see portfolios that are appar-
ently written by someone with
ability and with significant
learning experiences, but which
only recite where the person has
been and what she or he has
done.



How ADULTS LEARN
by Barbara Waters Eklund

During Dr. Elizabeth Kasl's
session on "How Adults Learn.-
participants were provided with an
overview of adult learning theories.
resources for further study on this
complex issue and the opportunity,
through role-playing. to experience
some of the theories discussed.

How adults learn, and what
happens when people talk to each
other. is a complex issue. Adults
bring to every situation very different
experiences and assumptions about
what constitutes knowledge, thus
affecting their intellectual develop-
ment and their beliefs about "college-
level" learning.

Dr. Kasl has observed that enthusi-
astic supporters of PLA are often
frustrated by attitudes among sonie
college faculty and administrators.
Because PLA supporters understand
that adults can acquire considerable
college-level knowledge in the
context of daily living, they find
themselves baffled at what they
consider w rong-headed and irrational
biases. However. PLA proponents are
also biased in favor of PLA. Dr.
Kasl believes that the most effective
way to communicate with faculty is
for PLA directors to support their
enthusiasm w ith theoretical underpin-
nings.

To help the group accomplish this.
she reviewed three developmental
models of epistemology &ring the
session. According to W.G. Perry.
from his hook. 1 OPMA of Intellectual
and Ethical Developim.nt in the
College '7 ears. there are stages of

intellectual and ethical development
through which people progress in
sequence. The early stages are
characterized by dualism, an episte-
mological stage during which a
person believes that authorities have
the right answer. When a dualist
confronts diversity among the
authorities, he or she believes that the
right answer can be found by figuring
out which authority is better. From
dualism, people move into multiplic-
ity and begin to believe that "every-
one has a right to his/her own
opinion: no one person's opinion is
better than anyone else's."

The stage of relativism is next,
when peoples views become increas-
ingly more complex. They conic to
understand that all knowledge is
contextual and that there is a need for
personal orientation. They make
an initial commitment and experience
the implications, and they affirm their
identity among multiple responsibili-
ties. Relativism with commitment
follows.

Perry's ideas spawned hundreds of
research projects. Curriculum
design and counseling services were
greatly influenced by his research.
College freshman were typically
considered to he at the stage of
dualism in intellectual and ethical
development.

Dr. Kasl was quick to point out
that Perry's work was developed
from research on Hart ard students in
the '50s and 'Ws. so that much of
his work w as done using upper-class
males. A broader spectrum of
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students was used, however when
K.S. Kitchener and P.M. King
developed theirmodel of the seven
stages.of reflective judgement. The
stages are similar to the Perry model,
with students believing at first that
knowledge is absolute and justifica-
tion is not needed. The students then
move through stages where they must
find the right answer, riLA context,
need evaluation and finally claim the
knowledge as their own.

M.F. Belenky, B.M. Clinchy. N.R.
Goldberger. and J.M. Tarule set out to
investigate how applicable Perry's
model was for women. In their study
of 135 women who were diverse in
socioeconomic class and education.
the authors identified five epistemo-
logical perspectives. Women's Ways
of Knowing: 77re Dereloinnem of Self

oire. and Mind, is well known for
its description of what the authors call
"procedural knowledge" or the "voice
of reason." In contrast to the work of
Perry and others where analysis and
logic dominate the model for mean-
ing making, Women's Ways of
Knowing proposes two coequal
procedures one separate and one
connected. For example, in order to
understand poetry, a person using
separate procedures for knowing will
use rational analysis and apply the
rules of literary knowledg2. A person
using connected procedures will
attempt to understand the poet's
intended meaning. The authors of
WOMen. S Ways of Knowing discov-
ered that in the most developed
perspective constructed knowl-
edge there is integration, a more
holistic picture of what they are
trying to understand.

Dr. Kasl also reviewed with the

group two conceptualizations of types
of learning one presented by J.D.
Mezirow: the other by B. Bloom and
D.R. Krathwohl. Mezirow believes
that there are two forms of knowl-
edge: instrumental and communica-
tive. Instrumental knowledge is
cognitive: it concerns what we can
control, manipulate and predict.
Instrumental knowledge is based on
empirical evidence and validation.
Communicative knowledge is
learning to understand what others
mean and making ourselves under-
stood. It is based on rational discourse
and it means dissociating oneself
from the ideas of peers. Mezirow
believes that communicative knowl-
edge is the most important kind of
learning.

Emancipatory knowing, a process
of locating assumptions that are taken
for granted and challenging those
assumptions if they are inappropriate,
can be used in either the instrumental
or communicative ways of knowing.

Bloom and Krathwohl explored
types of learning skills in the cogni-
tive and affective domains. In the
cognitive domain, there are hierarchi-
cal skills that must be developed
before a person can begin evaluation.
First, a person must have knowledge
of specifics. procedures. and universal
ideas. Comprehension follows and a
person begins to translate. interpret
and extrapolate. Application and
analysis of elements, relationships
and organizational principles follow.
Then a person begins to synthesize
and finally evaluate.

Evaluation is the most difficult
skill, and evaluation merges with the
affective domain as people receive
information and respond to it.

1 1



Other steps include placing a value on
the know ledge. organizing it and
finally characterizing it.

A summary was presented by Dr.
Richard Hamilton. vice president of
Academic Affairs at Charter Oak
College, on how people hold different
philosophical perspectives on w hat
constitutes knowledge and how
knowledge relates to beliefs about
learning from experience. This
summary was intended to emphasize
how important it is for educators
engaged in the PLA experience to
clarify their own and others assump-
tions.

To demonstrate ls hat happens in a
group when people are discussing the
same issue from a different set of
experiences and assumptions. Kasl
facilitated a role-play ing exercise
with the group. The setting was small
group discussion, arranged by the
PLA director, to discuss initiating a
PLA program within a university..
Also present at the discussion were
three faculty members.

Each sub-group consisted of a PLA
director and three faculty members:
professors of art history. chemistry
and English. First. participants were
grouped with others play ing the same
r e (for example. all PLA directors.
all professors of histor) to share
w hat assumptions each might bring to
the meeting. Then, groups were
rearranged to simulate an actual
meeting. A copy ot the role play
exercise is attached.

\\ hen ihe entire group recoil\ e ned,
it was interesting to hear just how
similar some of the assumptions were
in each group. PLA directors assumed
that everyone should be as enthusias-
tic as they were about the idea. They

also assumed that every one had the
same informtion about the program
and that it was correct information.

Faculty challenged much of the
program and questioned the underly-
ing motivation of the administration.
Faculty assumed that the PLA
director w ould conduct the assess-
ment. Many considered it a threat to
their job. Faculty assumed that the
documentation. for PLA ss ould he
multiple-choice tests. How, for
example. could a student "test ow- of
English'? Questions arose about what
training would be as ailable to faculty
conducting the assessments. A big
question among faculty had to do
ss ith salary. Would they be expected
to do this work in addition to their
other assignments? Would release
time be allowed?

Dr. Kasl concluded that PLA
directors face these and many other
questions as they introduce PLA
ss ithin their own colleges or universi-
ties. She believes that many college
faculty, because thex are trained in a
specific discipline, tend to think of
experience as not particularly
important. Some use experiences only
as examples in their classioom.



ROLE OF DIRECTOR OF PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT

Before you came to Lincoln, you
worked in an external degree college
where you acquired a passionate
commitment to helping adults get
college credit for what they already
know. You were continually amazed
at the sophistication and depth of
knowledge that adults had acquired
from lived experience. You brought a
missionary zeal to creating the role of
director of PLA at Lincoln. The last
five years have been filled with
frustration. Because the college
president has expressed support for
the new populations of adult students
on campus. there is not much overt
opposition to your efforts to develop
procedures for testing and portfolio
assessment programs. However.
individual departments seem to block
your efforts informally. They have
added their own essay requirements
to the testing programs and very
small proportions of adults w ho take
those tests actually pass them.
Students get no guidance on how to
create portfolios for assessment: in
many departments. they cannot even
locate a faculty or staff who will be
willing to talk with them.

The dean supports the value of
PLA programs, and sympathizes with
your experience of frustration.
However, the dean is also concerned
that the good working relationships
that have been built up with the other
colleges over the years not be
jeopardized and has suggested that
you convene a number of small-group
discussions with faculty to try to
discover their unexpressed reserva-
tions and enlist their support. You are
skeptical about the success of this
effort, but are trying to approach it
with an open mind. Personally, you
think there are too many professors
who don't care that much about the
students. They seem more interested
in their own research: many of them
lecture from notes that are yellow
with age. In your most skeptical
moments. you think faculty oppose
giving adults the credit they deserve
because of faculty fears that jobs will
he jeopardized.

Today you are meeting w ith
faculty from the College of Arts and
Sciences. You brought a secretar)
with you to take notes during the
meeting.

EXGLISII PROUSSOR

You have been asked by your
department chair torepresent the
department at a meeting with the
director of Prior Learning Assess-
ment. You don't know much about
Prior I,earning Assessment, except
that it has something to do with
testing out of beginning English
courses. Personally. you are continu-
ally appalled at the poor writing skills

of students and think everyone should
take these introductory courses,
where one of the department's prime
goals is to hone student skills of

ritten expression and analysis. The
problem w ith "testing out- is that the
tests seem to be multiple-choice tests
that don't get at a students' ability to
create cogent argument.

13



ROLL 01. CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR

The department chair recently sent
around a memo about a meeting with
the director of Prior Learning
Assessment. Faculty are being invited
to express their opinions about the
program. and you have one! Recently.
you have had many adult students in
our classes who work as laboratory
assistants ovet at Bing Labs. These
students think they know a lot about
chemistry and chemistry procedures
because of their work. Many of them
have certificates from a local techni-

cal school's one-year proeram for lab
assistants Although it sometimes adds
interest to class discussion to have
these adults share examples from the
"real world" of work, you are very
clear in your opinion that they need a
theory-base in chemistry that is best
learned in the classroom. Recently,
you have heard talk around the
department about using some kind of
test to allow these Bing Labs people to
get beginning credit for chemistry.
You are dead-set against it.

ROLE OF ART HISTORY PROFESSOR

You are going to a meeting for
faculty who are interested in the
program for Prior Learning Assess-
ment. You are not sure what the
meeting will be about. but you do
know it has something to do with
adult students. You have been at
Lincoln a long time, and have
experienced the gradual influx of
having adults in your classes. You
absolutely love having adults in your
class because of their appreciation for
your subject and the richness that
they sometimes add to class discus-
sion. So many of them have actually
been to the cities whose architectural
histories are part of your courses:
they have been to museums and seen
works of art that for most of the
younger students are only pictures on
a slide. You enjoy the adults so much
tliat )ou teach a non-credit art

appreciation course for the College of
Continuing Education. However, you
have serious reservations about
granting credit to people who haven't
actually taken a class. You are not
sure why, but you do believe that
class discussion is the most important
part of a student's learning. So much
is shared in discussion that isn't really
represented in a test. Although you
are sympathetic to the needs of busy
adults to get their college deprees,
you think that this program for prior
learning assessment probably should
be limited to more technical
courses like those in the College of
Business or Computer Sciences. You
have heard that the College of Arts
and Sciences is being pressured to
develop a more active program for
prior learning assessment and want to
register your strong reservations.
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SEARCHING FOR AN IDENTITY: THE ROLE OF THE

PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT PROFESSIONAL
by Barbara Waters Eklund

Twenty years ago. when the notion of
"prior learning assessment" was just
beginning to he explored, supporters
and detractors labeled it in many
ways: "an abstract idea," "a signifi-
cant broadening of our notion of
learning," "an enigma" or "possibly
the worst thing one could imagine
happening in higher education."
Today, hundreds of colleges and
universities in the United States have
some kind of prior learning assess-
ment (PLA) program.

Long-time PLA advocate. Dr.
Alan Mandell, who led this session on
professionals in the field of PLA
"searching for an identity." has been
in the position of observing how PLA
grew from an idea to a reality over
the last two decades. He offered his
insights and experiences to Institute
participants.

Mandell believes that the thrust of
our discussions have moved beyond
the philosophical underpinnings (the
delen.;e of PLA as a genuine source
of learning) to the more practical
issues of how PLA is done. In fact, he
has observed that PLA program
structures and practices vary widely
among colleges and universities.
Mandell cited the Institute as a
positive influence on the movement,
because it helps promote dialog about
both principles and practices.

But, as a sociologist. Mandell has
been interested in observing another
dimension of change. What happens
within an institution when it creates a
new program and places a person into

the role of administering that program
when no real history or precedent
exists. "Conflict, confusion and
debate occur regarding this person
and this new role within our institu-
tions," Mandell believes. He spent a
great deal of time during the session
identifying these points of tension,
discussing them with the group and
offering ways to think about what
many PLA "experts" are experiencing
in their jobs.

According to Mandell, major
issues that emerge when this new
professional role is being discussed
fall int two problem areas: relation-
ships and authority. Among the
questions posed and discussed were:

I. Who in the institution is respon-
sible for PLA?
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1. In what department or office
does that person work?

3. What is the person's title?

4. What authority does the person
have?

5. To shom does the person
report?

(1. What kind of training does the
person have?

7. What credentials is the person
espected to hold?

What is the person's relation
ship to the faculty? (Is he/she a
faculty member?)



9. What is the person's relation-
ship to the administration? (Is
he/she an administrator?)

10. What is the person's relation-
ship to students?

Three additional concerns emerged as
Mandell and the participants dis-
cussed these questions:

1 I. What are the opportunities for
development or advancement
from a PLA position? Is it a
dead-end job? Is there a
meaningful career path within
or outside the person's present
institution?

11. Is there pressure on the person
to recruit students, and if so,
how does that expectation affect
the maintenance of program
quality?

(A number of participants mentioned
that the PLA person is often at the
core of tension if there is pressure for
enrollments.) Indeed, in instances,
PLA is introduced at a college or
university because someone feels it
will increase enrollment, especially of
a new adult student population. When
this particular expectation exists, the
PI,A person is put in the middle of
debate about the morality of particu-
lar marketing strategies am; the
meaning of academic integrity.

The credibility of the ?LA person
in the larger institution:d contest k as
cited by Institute participants as
playing an important role in how PLA
itself is accepted at the institution.

Professional training and develop-
ment (or lack of it) was discussed in

great detail. Many felt that training
occurs because of the personal &sire
of the PLA person to train, not
because of pressure or opportunities
from within the institution itself.
Whether or not the person has faculty
rank or defined professional status
was seen as another indication of
PLA's place in the institutional
hierarchy.

Mandell believes that one way to
enhance the image of PLA within the
institution is to develop and offer a
PLA course (or series of different
courses) and include it in the general
college "catalog." This course would
be created and taught by a regular
faculty member, or preferably team-
taught with a PLA person and faculty
member. In this way and in others
that were discussed PLA can
become part of the academic
planning, and not be seen as a weak
adjunct to an already solidified
academic program.

One other critical quality of the
work and organizational life of the
prior learning assessment professional
emerged in this discussion, and it
concerned the nature of "woman's
work" throughout institutions. To
what extent, it was asked, is the
experience of the PLA administrator
often tied to more stereotypical
qualities of "woman's work?" Is it
perceived by colleagues (faculty and
administration) as "secretarial" in
nature'? Is it understood to he less
than fully academic because at

least in part it is re I eg a t ed to a set

of more "menial" tasks an individual
of higher status would not perform?
This focus on tly: gender specific
aspects of the identity of PLA
practitioners became another



interesting tangent in this session.
The group discussed the fact that

broad institutional support is critical
to the success of PLA. If the support
is not there, the program often
becomes just a part of someone's job
(i.e., the PLA "professional" as a part-
time, lower-level administrator) and
is never a priority.

Indications of the amount of
support PLA receives can be mea-
sured in several ways: support for the
office itself, training, time, budget,
support services, salary of staff, and
status of adult students and their
needs within the institution.

In closing, Mandell challenged the
group to answer two questions. If one
could develop the ideal job descrip-
tion for a PLA director, what would it
be? If one could design a professional
development program for PLA
directors, what would it include? He
suggested that the answers to both
questions might go a long way toward
continuing to think through some of
the problems of professional identity
that were raised during the session,
and that many PLA practitioners are
struggling with at their home institu-
tions on a daily basis.

Barham Waters Eklund earned her BS. in Pub/U. Communications at Syracuse
l'niversity and her M.Ed. in Adult and Continuing Education at die Graduate
School of Educathm. Rutgers University. Site has been writing about higher
education for IS years.
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